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Outline
• D for Unitary Fermi Gas

• Static: boxes and traps
• Gradient corrections

• Gross-Pitaevskii–Equation ()
• Works for low-energy
Unitary Fermi Gas!

• “Laboratory on your Laptop”
• scale up to neutron stars (glitching)
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Figure 1. (color online) Various qmc and experimental results
for trapped systems (with lines to guide the eye). The results
with dotted lines are from fnqmc calculations that provide
only upper bounds due to the nodal constraint. From top to
bottom these results are from [27] (blue), [28] (red), and [20]
(green). The (magenta) points with solid lines are from a
lattice calculation [32] that is in principle unbiased. The large
(black) crosses for N+ 2 {4, 6} are from [33]. The solid light
(grey) curve shows the shell structure for free fermions in
the trap (the curve has been shifted down from 1 to facilitate
comparison). Finally, we include the latest experimental value
for ⇠ = 0.376(5) from [34] as a (yellow) band and the best fit
value of ⇠ = 0.3742(5) to all homogeneous ab initio qmc results
from [20] at x = 0. Coordinates have been scaled as in (6) to
demonstrate the scaling. The corresponding particle numbers
N+ are listed along the top axis, and emphasize the closed
shells which occur for N+ 2 {2, 8, 20, 40, 70}. (Note that all
methods agree for the point N+ = 2 (not shown) which admits
an analytic solution.)

ansatz. By improving the ansatz and varying the pa-
rameters, these bounds have come down over time, and
the lowest (green) curve [20] represents the best bound
to date. Note that this is the only set of results that
demonstrates the expected linear scaling (6) predicted
by the effective theory. We suspect that numerical issues
or the nature of the ansatz in the other cases introduced
spurious lengths scales that violate this scaling (see [20]
for further discussion.)

The solid (magenta) line guides the eye through cal-
culations based on lattice techniques [32]. In principle,
these are unbiased ab initio results, but it is somewhat
troubling that most lie significantly above the variational
bounds. They also display large shell effects that are
virtually absent in the fnqmc results. For comparison,
we have included the energies of free particles (shown
in Fig. 4 of the supplementary material [26]) as a light
(grey) curve, shifted down from 1 to facilitate compari-
son. As we shall see, although the non-interacting slda

reproduces these shell-effects, the interacting slda ex-
hibits a marked lack of shell effects, consistent with
the fnqmc. The lattice results thus seem qualitatively
inconsistent with the others.
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Figure 2. (color online) Dft models compared with data
from Fig. 1. The thick solid (black) curve is the Slda with
parameters ⇠ = 0.3742(5), ↵ = 1.104(8), and ⌘ = 0.651(9) but no
gradient corrections �� = 0. The thin dashed (blue) curve is
the etf with the same ⇠ = 0.3724 and �� = 0. For comparison,
the upper thin solid (red) curve corresponds to the best fit etf

model (⇠ = 0.468, �� = -0.164) described in [15] to the fnqmc

result [28]. The linear asymptotic forms y = ⇠ + c�x with
c� = 7↵/3 ⇡ 2.58 (slda) and c� = 2.25 (etf) are shown as short
thin lines extending from x = 0. The inset is a log-log plot of
the deviation the etf model makes from the asymptotic form
y = ⇠+ 9/4x+ax

7/6 + · · · where a ⇡ -2.2: the solid curves are
the deviations (y- ⇠ above (blue) and -(y- ⇠- 9/4x) below
(black)) while the dotted lines are the expected order (9/4x
above and ax

7/6 below).

A third variational technique [33] based on a corre-
lated Gaussian approach provides very tight bounds, but
is limited to small systems. These are shown as (black)
crosses for N+ 2 {2, 4, 6}. Unfortunately, at these three
points, all methods agree, and significant discrepancies
between the lattice and fnqmc results only appear at
larger N+.

Finally, we include the latest experimental results as a
(yellow) band [34] and the best fit value of ⇠ = 0.3742(5)
to all homogeneous ab initio qmc results from [20] at
x = 0. According to the scaling (6), the results should
approach this point.

In figure 2 we overlay the dft results for the trapped
systems. The best fit slda without gradient corrections
(solid) and the etf with the same ⇠ = 0.3742 and �� = 0

(dashed) have almost exactly the same structure, demon-
strating the ability of the kinetic term in the slda to
model the gradient effects of the etf. While the dft

results appear to approach a linear asymptotic form, the
actual slope c� determined from the static response is
only realized for extremely large N+. This is expected
due to the very slight suppression of higher order terms
⇠ x

7/6: to suppress these corrections by an order of mag-
nitude requires 0.1 ⇡ x

1/6 which implies that N+ ' 10

8.
Thus, there is virtually no hope of directly extracting
the value of c� from the qmc simulations presented in
Fig. 1 without using a model to extrapolate to large N+.
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QCD Vacuum Animation: Derek B. Leinweber (http://www.physics.adelaide.edu.au/~dleinweb/VisualQCD/Nobel/index.html)
Neutron Star Structure: (Dany Page) Landscape: (modified from a slide of A. Richter)

The nuclear landscape

• Nuclear systems are complex many-
body systems with rich properties 

• No “one size fits all” method

• All theoretical approaches need to be 
linked

Nucleonic matter: 

Infinite system of interacting neutrons 
and protons in the thermodynamic limit.

Introduction Formalism Results scale Summary

Which theoretical method(s)?

! No “one size fits all” theory for nuclei

! All theoretical approaches need to be linked

Non-Empirical Pairing Functional for nuclei T. Duguet

Friday, March 12, 2010
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QCD Vacuum

•Lattice ,
 nucleons, interactions

•Q, etc.
small to medium nuclei

•D, 
medium to large nuclei

•Neutron stars?
Molecular Dynamics
Hydrodynamics
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Cold Atoms
Benchmarking

• Theoretically clean and simple (universal)

• Well constrained

• Remarkably diverse phase structure

• Convergence of theory, simulation and experiment

• Benchmark for many-body techniques
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Unitary Fermi Gas (

• Take regulator λ→∞ and coupling g→0 to fix s-wave 
scattering length a-1 ∝ (λ-g-1) = 0 (unitary limit)

• Universal physics:
• ℰ(ρ) = ξℰFG(ρ) ∝ ρ5/3,  ξ=0.376(5)

• Good model of dilute neutron matter in neutron stars

⇤H =

� �
⇤a†⇤aEa + ⇤b

†⇤bEb

⇥
� g

�

�

⇤a†⇤b
†⇤b⇤a

Ea,b =
p2

2m
� µa,b, µ± =

µa ± µb

2
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Statics
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Density Functional 
Theory ()

• The (exact) ground state density in any external 
potential V(x) minimizes a functional (Hohenberg Kohn):

• Functional may be complicated (non-local)
• Need to find physically motivated approximations

Tuesday, March 19, 13



S: Superfluid Local 
Density Approximation

• Three densities:
n≈〈a†a〉, τ≈〈∇a†∇a〉, ν≈〈ab〉

• Three parameters:
• Effective mass (m/α)
• Hartree (β), Pairing (g)

Forbes, Gandolfi, Gezerlis (2012)
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Bd: contained in 

• Variational: ℰ=〈H〉 (minimize over Gaussian states)

• Bogoliubov-de Gennes (d) contained in 

• Unit mass (α=1)

• No Hartree term (β=0)
• (No polaron properties)

E(n, ⇧,⇤) = �
⇧

m
+ ⇥

(3⌅2n)5/3

10m⌅2
+ g ⇤†⇤

�⇤�a†⇤�a⇥+ �⇤�b
†
⇤�b⇥

��a†�b
†
⇥ ��b�a⇥
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S: Fit to  using 
reff = 0 Extrapolation

• Three parameters, but

• Independent fits of each N
• (lots of parameters)

• Can we model range?

Forbes, Gandolfi, Gezerlis (2011, 2012)

2

FIG. 1. (color online) Ground-state energy-density ⌦ = E /EFG of N+
fermions in a periodic cubic box at the unitary limit. The circles with
error bars are the result of using a quadratic least-squares extrapolation
to zero effective range of our new QMC results. The solid curve
is the best fit SLDA DFT. The light dotted curve is the functional
considered in [19] with � = 0.69. For comparison, we have plotted
the previous best estimate ⌦S = 0.40(1) (red square) and the current
estimate ⌦S = 0.383(1) below it to the far right of the figure. Inset: we
show the typical effective-range dependence ⌦ (kF re) with the best fit
1� error bounds for all-point cubic (solid dark green) and five-point
quadratic (hatched light yellow) polynomial fits. Note that: a) the
five-point quadratic model is consistent with the full cubic model and
has a comparable extrapolation error, and b) the inflection point near
kF re ⇧ 0.16 necessitates a higher-order fit for larger ranges (cubic
is sufficient for the ranges shown here). Results for N+ = 40 show
the same qualitative behaviour; hence, for the other points we use the
five-point quadratic extrapolation.

tion introduced to reduce the statistical error. The antisym-
metrized product of s-wave pairing functions ⇤(ri j⌥) defines
the nodal structure:

⇤(r) = ⇧
n
� n eikn·r + ⇥̃ (r). (2)

The sum is truncated (we include ten coefficients) and the
omitted short-range tail is modelled by the phenomenological
function ⇥̃ (r) chosen to ensure smooth behavior near zero
separation. We use the same form for ⇥̃ (r) as in [6] with the
values b = 0.5 and c = 5. We vary the 10 coefficients � n 
for each N+ to minimize the energy as described in Ref. [24].
Representative nodal structures are defined by the coefficients
in Table I. We find that the same ansatz suffices for different
effective ranges, but that independent optimization is required
for each N+.

We simulate the Hamiltonian:

H =
h̄2

2m

⇤
�

N+

⇧
k=1

⌅2
k � 4v0µ2 ⇧

i, j⌥
sech2(µri j⌥)

⌅
, (3)

with an interspecies interaction of the modified Pöschl-Teller
type (off-resonance intraspecies interactions are neglected).
We tune to infinite s-wave scattering length by setting v0 = 1:
the effective range becomes re = 2/µ . To extrapolate to the

zero-range limit, we simulate at µ/kF � {12.5,24,36,48,60}
for which 0.03 < kF re < 0.16. A careful examination of ad-
ditional ranges up to kF re ⌅ 0.35 for N+ = 40 and N+ = 66
(see the inset in Fig. 1) reveals that a three-parameter quadratic
model in re is necessary and sufficient to extrapolate our results
without a systematic bias; the results are shown in Fig. 1.

The energies exhibit definite finite-size effects for N+ �
50, but are essentially featureless for larger N+. This lack of
structure is confirmed by the best fit DFT (discussed below)
and disagrees with the results presented in Ref. [10]. The
values of ⌦ for N+ > 50 are distributed about the best fit value
⌦S ⇧ 0.383(1), and represent the lowest variational bounds to
date. Part of the decrease from previous results is due to the
careful extrapolation to zero effective range. The remainder
is due to the improved optimization of the variational wave
function.

To model the finite-size effects we turn to a local DFT for
the unitary Fermi gas that generalizes the SLDA originally
presented in Ref. [20]. In addition to the total density n+ =
2⇧n|vn|2, the SLDA includes both kinetic  + = 2⇧n|⌅vn|2 and
anomalous densities ⌃ = ⇧n unv⇥n. (The + index signifies the
sum of the contributions coming from the two components a
and b; un(r) and vn(r) are the Bogoliubov quasiparticle wave
functions.) The original three-parameter SLDA functional has
the form

ESLDA =
h̄2

m

�
�
2
 ++⇥ 3

10
(3⌥2)2/3n5/3

+

⇥
+g⌃†⌃ , (4)

where � is the inverse effective mass; ⇥ is the self-energy; and
⌅ , which controls the pairing, enters through the regularized
coupling g = 1/(n1/3

+ /⌅�⇥/�) where ⇥ ⌃ ⇤ is a momentum
cutoff that we take to infinity (see Ref. [5] for details). Using
the equations for homogeneous matter in the thermodynamic
limit, one can numerically replace the parameters ⇥ and ⌅
with the more physically relevant quantities ⌦S and ⇧ = �/EF ,
where � is the pairing gap.

In principle, the DFT can be expressed in terms of only the
density n+ and its gradients. References [21] consider local for-
mulations of this type (called Extended Thomas-Fermi (ETF)
functionals). Since gradients vanish in the periodic box, ETF
functionals reduce to EETF(n+)⇤ ⌦SEFG and exhibit no finite-
size structure, contrary to the QMC results. Reference [19]
adds � +, but without ⌃†⌃ , the finite-size effects do not cor-
relate with the QMC behavior (see Fig. 1), and the best fit to

N+ a0 a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a8 a9 a10

10 1600 350 49 16 12 14 14 11 9.0 6.7
40 160 91 27 0.49 -2.8 -0.086 2.2 2.9 2.5 1.9
80 -24 13 12 8.2 5.1 3.7 2.7 2.0 1.6 1.0

120 -51 -17 0.51 7.8 6.3 5.8 4.6 2.5 1.7 1.0

TABLE I. Sample coefficients of the pairing function (2) � n =

10�4aI where I =  n 2 = n2
x + n2

y + n2
z = k2L2/4⌥2. Higher-order

coefficients are set to zero.
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Fit directly to 

• Each parameter becomes a quadratic polynomial:
• α(kFre), β(kFre), γ(kFre)

• we actually use physical parameters 
ξ(kFre), Δ(kFre), α(kFre)

• 9 total parameters for all N

Tuesday, March 19, 13



Fit directly to 

• Not complete story for modeling range:
• Does not regulate theory
• No structure for gap (Δp)

probably requires non-local functional

Tuesday, March 19, 13



Forbes, Gandolfi, Gezerlis  (2011)

Fit  to box 

•Fit 60  with 9 
parameter model

•Directly use  with 
sub-percent errors 
•  reduced χ2 = 6
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Forbes, Gandolfi, Gezerlis (2012)

 S parameters
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Figure 2. (color online) Effective range dependence of the
ground-state energy-density ⇧(kFre) = E/EFG of N+ = 66
fermions in a periodic cubic box in the unitary limit. The
points with error-bars are the raw qmc results and the bands
are the 1⌥ error bands of polynomial fits. The upper (blue)
curve that extrapolates to ⇧ = 0.3898(5) is the new quadratic
fit to the modified–Pöschl-Teller potential (3a). The middle
(green) curve that extrapolates to ⇧ = 0.3885(5) is the quadratic
fit for the new double-Gaussian potential (3b). Finally, the
lower (cyan) curve that extrapolates to ⇧ = 0.3902(7) is the
quadratic fit to the double-exponential potential (3c).

⇧66 (= a0) S66 (= a1) a2 �2r

VPT 0.3898(3) 0.139(6) �0.1 0.2
V2G 0.3885(3) 0.139(4) �0.1 0.6
V2E 0.3902(4) 0.117(6) �0.0 0.5

⇧66 (= a0) S66 (= a1) a2 �2r

VPT 0.3898(5) 0.14(1) �0.1 0.2
V2G 0.3885(5) 0.139(8) �0.1 0.6
V2E 0.3902(7) 0.12(1) �0.0 0.5

Table I. Comparison of the zero-range extrapolations of
E(kFre)/EFG = ⇧66+S66kFre+a2(kFre)

2+O(r3e) for quadratic
fits of the N+ = 66 qmc results. These values are higher
than, but consistent with the value S66 = 0.11(3) reported
in [12]. The extrapolations of these parameters to the ther-
modynamic limit N+ = � are listed as ⇧ = a0 and S = a1
in the ⇧ block of table II. We include the quadratic coefficient
simply to show that the qmc can be fit using a linear form for
kFre < ⇤abs|S66/a2| to an absolute accuracy of about ⇤abs: we
do not have any a priori reason to believe that this parameter
is universal.

kFre < 0.35, a quadratic (but not linear) fit is sufficient.

A. Finite-Range SLDA

In this work, we no-longer use an independent zero-
range extrapolation for each N+. Instead, we use the
generalized finite-range–slda (described in detail in ap-
pendix A) to fit all of the finite-range–qmc results. This
finite-range–slda is the simplest generalization of the

three-parameter slda where the thermodynamic param-
eters ⇥ = m/meff (inverse effective mass), ⇧ = E/EFG

(energy density), and ⌅ = �/EF (gap) are expressed as
quadratic polynomials of kFre:

⇥, ⇧,⌅ = a0 + a1kFre + a2(kFre)
2. (4)

This finite-range–slda thus has 9 independent parame-
ters – the three coefficients an for each of the parameters
⇥, ⇧, and ⌅. In comparison, the procedure of indepen-
dently extrapolating each N+ to zero range introduces
3 new parameters for each N+ in addition to the three
slda parameters, effecting a significant increase in the
number of fitting parameters. Note also that the new
fits directly use the qmc results – including their sub-
percent statistical errors – rather than the extrapolated
error bar from zero-range extrapolation: thus the new
fitting procedure places the slda under a significantly
more stringent test.

The results of this 9-parameter fit to the qmc data-
points (60 points for V2G and 70 points for VPT ) are
shown in table II.

a0 a1 a2

⇧PT 0.3903(7) 0.121(10) 0.00(3)
0.3911(4) 0.111(3)

⇧2G 0.3890(4) 0.128(4) �0.06(1)
0.3900(3) 0.111(2)

⌅PT 0.99(3) �2.1(4) 3(1)
0.90(1) �0.85(7)

⌅2G 0.879(7) �0.84(3) 0.00(3)
0.875(8) �0.82(4)

⇥PT 1.34(2) �1.6(4) 5(2)
1.303(10) �0.71(8)

⇥2G 1.292(7) �0.73(6) 0.1(2)
1.289(7) �0.69(3)

Table II. Best fit slda fits to the thermodynamic limit. The
first row in each entry is a 9-parameter quadratic fit with
coefficients a0, a1, and a2 for each parameter ⇧, ⌅, and ⇥.
The second entry is a 6 parameter linear fit with only a0 and
a1. Note that physically, the parameters ⇥ and ⌅ should be
positive, requiring positive higher-order terms not properly
constrained by our qmc results which extend up to kFre � 0.3.
(***Include the �2r of these results with scaled errors.***)

B. Particles in a Box

Here we compute the energies E of N+ = Na +Nb parti-
cles in a cubic box of size L3. In the symmetric unitary
limit (zero-range), the density n+ = N+/L

3 provides the
only physical scale and we define the following three
scales: the Fermi wave-number kF = (3⌃2n+)1/3, the
Fermi energy EF = �h2k2F/2m, and the energy density of
a free Fermi gas EFG = 3/5n+EF with total density n+.

�, ⇤,⇥ = a0 + a1kFre + a2(kFre)
2

Universal slope

ξ = ξ + (kFre)S

S=0.12(1)
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pendix A) to fit all of the finite-range–qmc results. This
finite-range–slda is the simplest generalization of the

three-parameter slda where the thermodynamic param-
eters ⇥ = m/meff (inverse effective mass), ⇧ = E/EFG

(energy density), and ⌅ = �/EF (gap) are expressed as
quadratic polynomials of kFre:

⇥, ⇧,⌅ = a0 + a1kFre + a2(kFre)
2. (4)

This finite-range–slda thus has 9 independent parame-
ters – the three coefficients an for each of the parameters
⇥, ⇧, and ⌅. In comparison, the procedure of indepen-
dently extrapolating each N+ to zero range introduces
3 new parameters for each N+ in addition to the three
slda parameters, effecting a significant increase in the
number of fitting parameters. Note also that the new
fits directly use the qmc results – including their sub-
percent statistical errors – rather than the extrapolated
error bar from zero-range extrapolation: thus the new
fitting procedure places the slda under a significantly
more stringent test.

The results of this 9-parameter fit to the qmc data-
points (60 points for V2G and 70 points for VPT ) are
shown in table II.

a0 a1 a2

⇧PT 0.3903(7) 0.121(10) 0.00(3)
0.3911(4) 0.111(3)

⇧2G 0.3890(4) 0.128(4) �0.06(1)
0.3900(3) 0.111(2)

⌅PT 0.99(3) �2.1(4) 3(1)
0.90(1) �0.85(7)

⌅2G 0.879(7) �0.84(3) 0.00(3)
0.875(8) �0.82(4)

⇥PT 1.34(2) �1.6(4) 5(2)
1.303(10) �0.71(8)

⇥2G 1.292(7) �0.73(6) 0.1(2)
1.289(7) �0.69(3)

Table II. Best fit slda fits to the thermodynamic limit. The
first row in each entry is a 9-parameter quadratic fit with
coefficients a0, a1, and a2 for each parameter ⇧, ⌅, and ⇥.
The second entry is a 6 parameter linear fit with only a0 and
a1. Note that physically, the parameters ⇥ and ⌅ should be
positive, requiring positive higher-order terms not properly
constrained by our qmc results which extend up to kFre � 0.3.
(***Include the �2r of these results with scaled errors.***)

B. Particles in a Box

Here we compute the energies E of N+ = Na +Nb parti-
cles in a cubic box of size L3. In the symmetric unitary
limit (zero-range), the density n+ = N+/L

3 provides the
only physical scale and we define the following three
scales: the Fermi wave-number kF = (3⌃2n+)1/3, the
Fermi energy EF = �h2k2F/2m, and the energy density of
a free Fermi gas EFG = 3/5n+EF with total density n+.

�, ⇤,⇥ = a0 + a1kFre + a2(kFre)
2

Gap and inverse mass 
seem too large

Limitation of fixed 
node approximation?
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Figure 4. (color online) Comparison of slda fits at zero range with zero-range extrapolated qmc upper bounds (blue) with all
unbiased zero-range extrapolations (green) from [12, 18] listed in table III. The light (yellow) band is the experimental value of
⇤S [5]. In addition, we fit the exact ⇤2 = �0.4153 · · · value discussed in section II C (not shown in the plot).

for N+ = 4 [18] and for N+ ⇥ {4, 14, 38, 48, 66} [12], and
experimental measurements of 6Li for N+ � 106 [5]. (Al-
though not strictly at zero-range, the error induced by
the non-zero range in the 6Li experiments should be less
than 0.003 (see also section III C).)

We use these points to fit our three-parameter zero-
range slda, finding:

⇤S = 0.3742(5), � = 1.104(8), ⇥ = 0.651(9). (8)

These error estimates must be taken with a grain of salt
since not all of the error bars quoted in table III are
1⌅ normal standard deviations. This is reflected by the
small reduced ⇧2r = 0.2 of the fit but shows that the slda
does a remarkable job of modelling the unitary Fermi
gas. The results of this full fit are shown in figure 4.

This addresses one of the concerns raised in [2] where
the suspiciously large value of ⇥ found by fitting fnqmc
results (see table ??) was noted. The effective mass and
gap obtained by this fit are much closer to the values
⇥ = 0.50(5) and � = 1.09(2) obtained from the N+ = 66
qmc quasiparticle dispersion relation [19, 20], and the
values ⇥ = 0.45(5) [21] and ⇥ = 0.44(3) [22] extracted
from experimental data. It appears that a large part
of the previous discrepancy is due to the fixed-node

approximation which works well for small systems, but
systematically overestimates the energy of large systems.
The gap still appears too large, but without more data,
we cannot conclude that this is a failing of the slda.

We regard the slda with the parameters (8) as the best
dft for modelling properties of the zero-temperature
symmetric ufg that are not sensitive to large gradient
corrections.

N+ ⇤N+
Method

2 �0.415332919 · · · exact (see section II C)
4 0.288(3), 0.286(3) exact diagonalization [18]
” 0.28(1) afmc [18]
” 0.280(4) afmc [12]
14 0.39(1) afmc [12]
38 0.370(5), 0.372(2), 0.380(5) afmc [12]
48 0.372(3), 0.367(5) afmc [12]
66 0.374(5), 0.372(3), 0.375(5) afmc [12]
106 0.376(5) experiment [5]

Table III. Unbiased zero-range box energies. Most are extrapo-
lated afmc results except as noted. The ⇤4 values are consistent
with our upper bounds 0.2839(3) (VPT ), and 0.2829(3) (V2G).
This agreement indicates that the systematic error due to the
fixed-node constraint is sub-percent for N+ = 4.
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Generalizations?

• In principle, could have functions of the
dimensionless quantity:

• No evidence that this complication is needed yet

� �
m + g�†�

n5/3
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Gradient Corrections?

• Leading order gradient corrections (Weizäcker term)
• Has no effect (unconstrained by) previous box results

E(n, �, �) =
�
�

�

m
+ g�†�

�
+ �EFG(n) +

��

8m

(�n)2

n
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Low Energy Theory
LLO+NLO = ��3/2PFG(X) + c1m

1/2 (⇥X)2�
X

+ c2
(⇥2⇥)2 � 9m⇥2A0�

m

�
X

X = µ� V(t,�x)� ⇤t⇥�
(⇥⇥)2

2m �ab⇥ = |�|e2ı�

• Low energy theory of phonons (Son and Wingate 2006)

• Strongly constrained by General Coordinate Covariance
• generalizes Galilean covariance
• reduces  to 2 new coefficients c1, c2 

• Three universal coefficients:
• 𝛏, c1, c2      (I prefer cχ=-6π2(2𝛏)3/2(2c1-9c2),  cω= -6π2(2𝛏)3/2 (2c1+3c2))
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Low Energy Theory
�(q) =

�mkF

�h2�2�

�
1 �

c�

12�

q2

k2
F

�
�q = q

�hkF

�
�

m
�

3� �� �
cs

�
1 +

c�

24�

q2

k2
F

�

• Leading order: one parameter 𝛏=0.3742(5)

• Two new universal constants at :
• Static: cχ=1.5(3) (Forbes 2013: not a proper 1-sigma error)

• (Bd cχ=7/3=2.33; 𝛜-expansion cχ=1.6+O(𝛜2);  cχ=2.25)
• Dynamic: cω=?

• (Bd cω=0.7539; 𝛜-expansion cω=cχ+O(𝛜2);  cω=cχ)

BdG Juan and Valle 2009; 𝛜-expansion Rupak and Schäfer 2007

cχ=-6π2(2𝛏)3/2(2c1-9c2),  cω= -6π2(2𝛏)3/2 (2c1+3c2)
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Harmonic Traps
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Figure 1. (color online) Various qmc and experimental results
for trapped systems (with lines to guide the eye). The results
with dotted lines are from fnqmc calculations that provide
only upper bounds due to the nodal constraint. From top to
bottom these results are from [27] (blue), [28] (red), and [20]
(green). The (magenta) points with solid lines are from a
lattice calculation [32] that is in principle unbiased. The large
(black) crosses for N+ 2 {4, 6} are from [33]. The solid light
(grey) curve shows the shell structure for free fermions in
the trap (the curve has been shifted down from 1 to facilitate
comparison). Finally, we include the latest experimental value
for ⇠ = 0.376(5) from [34] as a (yellow) band and the best fit
value of ⇠ = 0.3742(5) to all homogeneous ab initio qmc results
from [20] at x = 0. Coordinates have been scaled as in (6) to
demonstrate the scaling. The corresponding particle numbers
N+ are listed along the top axis, and emphasize the closed
shells which occur for N+ 2 {2, 8, 20, 40, 70}. (Note that all
methods agree for the point N+ = 2 (not shown) which admits
an analytic solution.)

ansatz. By improving the ansatz and varying the pa-
rameters, these bounds have come down over time, and
the lowest (green) curve [20] represents the best bound
to date. Note that this is the only set of results that
demonstrates the expected linear scaling (6) predicted
by the effective theory. We suspect that numerical issues
or the nature of the ansatz in the other cases introduced
spurious lengths scales that violate this scaling (see [20]
for further discussion.)

The solid (magenta) line guides the eye through cal-
culations based on lattice techniques [32]. In principle,
these are unbiased ab initio results, but it is somewhat
troubling that most lie significantly above the variational
bounds. They also display large shell effects that are
virtually absent in the fnqmc results. For comparison,
we have included the energies of free particles (shown
in Fig. 4 of the supplementary material [26]) as a light
(grey) curve, shifted down from 1 to facilitate compari-
son. As we shall see, although the non-interacting slda

reproduces these shell-effects, the interacting slda ex-
hibits a marked lack of shell effects, consistent with
the fnqmc. The lattice results thus seem qualitatively
inconsistent with the others.
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Figure 2. (color online) Dft models compared with data
from Fig. 1. The thick solid (black) curve is the Slda with
parameters ⇠ = 0.3742(5), ↵ = 1.104(8), and ⌘ = 0.651(9) but no
gradient corrections �� = 0. The thin dashed (blue) curve is
the etf with the same ⇠ = 0.3724 and �� = 0. For comparison,
the upper thin solid (red) curve corresponds to the best fit etf

model (⇠ = 0.468, �� = -0.164) described in [15] to the fnqmc

result [28]. The linear asymptotic forms y = ⇠ + c�x with
c� = 7↵/3 ⇡ 2.58 (slda) and c� = 2.25 (etf) are shown as short
thin lines extending from x = 0. The inset is a log-log plot of
the deviation the etf model makes from the asymptotic form
y = ⇠+ 9/4x+ax

7/6 + · · · where a ⇡ -2.2: the solid curves are
the deviations (y- ⇠ above (blue) and -(y- ⇠- 9/4x) below
(black)) while the dotted lines are the expected order (9/4x
above and ax

7/6 below).

A third variational technique [33] based on a corre-
lated Gaussian approach provides very tight bounds, but
is limited to small systems. These are shown as (black)
crosses for N+ 2 {2, 4, 6}. Unfortunately, at these three
points, all methods agree, and significant discrepancies
between the lattice and fnqmc results only appear at
larger N+.

Finally, we include the latest experimental results as a
(yellow) band [34] and the best fit value of ⇠ = 0.3742(5)
to all homogeneous ab initio qmc results from [20] at
x = 0. According to the scaling (6), the results should
approach this point.

In figure 2 we overlay the dft results for the trapped
systems. The best fit slda without gradient corrections
(solid) and the etf with the same ⇠ = 0.3742 and �� = 0

(dashed) have almost exactly the same structure, demon-
strating the ability of the kinetic term in the slda to
model the gradient effects of the etf. While the dft

results appear to approach a linear asymptotic form, the
actual slope c� determined from the static response is
only realized for extremely large N+. This is expected
due to the very slight suppression of higher order terms
⇠ x

7/6: to suppress these corrections by an order of mag-
nitude requires 0.1 ⇡ x

1/6 which implies that N+ ' 10

8.
Thus, there is virtually no hope of directly extracting
the value of c� from the qmc simulations presented in
Fig. 1 without using a model to extrapolate to large N+.

• Static structure 
factor describes 
slope

Forbes 2013
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Figure 1. (color online) Various qmc and experimental results
for trapped systems (with lines to guide the eye). The results
with dotted lines are from fnqmc calculations that provide
only upper bounds due to the nodal constraint. From top to
bottom these results are from [27] (blue), [28] (red), and [20]
(green). The (magenta) points with solid lines are from a
lattice calculation [32] that is in principle unbiased. The large
(black) crosses for N+ 2 {4, 6} are from [33]. The solid light
(grey) curve shows the shell structure for free fermions in
the trap (the curve has been shifted down from 1 to facilitate
comparison). Finally, we include the latest experimental value
for ⇠ = 0.376(5) from [34] as a (yellow) band and the best fit
value of ⇠ = 0.3742(5) to all homogeneous ab initio qmc results
from [20] at x = 0. Coordinates have been scaled as in (6) to
demonstrate the scaling. The corresponding particle numbers
N+ are listed along the top axis, and emphasize the closed
shells which occur for N+ 2 {2, 8, 20, 40, 70}. (Note that all
methods agree for the point N+ = 2 (not shown) which admits
an analytic solution.)

ansatz. By improving the ansatz and varying the pa-
rameters, these bounds have come down over time, and
the lowest (green) curve [20] represents the best bound
to date. Note that this is the only set of results that
demonstrates the expected linear scaling (6) predicted
by the effective theory. We suspect that numerical issues
or the nature of the ansatz in the other cases introduced
spurious lengths scales that violate this scaling (see [20]
for further discussion.)

The solid (magenta) line guides the eye through cal-
culations based on lattice techniques [32]. In principle,
these are unbiased ab initio results, but it is somewhat
troubling that most lie significantly above the variational
bounds. They also display large shell effects that are
virtually absent in the fnqmc results. For comparison,
we have included the energies of free particles (shown
in Fig. 4 of the supplementary material [26]) as a light
(grey) curve, shifted down from 1 to facilitate compari-
son. As we shall see, although the non-interacting slda

reproduces these shell-effects, the interacting slda ex-
hibits a marked lack of shell effects, consistent with
the fnqmc. The lattice results thus seem qualitatively
inconsistent with the others.
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Figure 2. (color online) Dft models compared with data
from Fig. 1. The thick solid (black) curve is the Slda with
parameters ⇠ = 0.3742(5), ↵ = 1.104(8), and ⌘ = 0.651(9) but no
gradient corrections �� = 0. The thin dashed (blue) curve is
the etf with the same ⇠ = 0.3724 and �� = 0. For comparison,
the upper thin solid (red) curve corresponds to the best fit etf

model (⇠ = 0.468, �� = -0.164) described in [15] to the fnqmc

result [28]. The linear asymptotic forms y = ⇠ + c�x with
c� = 7↵/3 ⇡ 2.58 (slda) and c� = 2.25 (etf) are shown as short
thin lines extending from x = 0. The inset is a log-log plot of
the deviation the etf model makes from the asymptotic form
y = ⇠+ 9/4x+ax

7/6 + · · · where a ⇡ -2.2: the solid curves are
the deviations (y- ⇠ above (blue) and -(y- ⇠- 9/4x) below
(black)) while the dotted lines are the expected order (9/4x
above and ax

7/6 below).

A third variational technique [33] based on a corre-
lated Gaussian approach provides very tight bounds, but
is limited to small systems. These are shown as (black)
crosses for N+ 2 {2, 4, 6}. Unfortunately, at these three
points, all methods agree, and significant discrepancies
between the lattice and fnqmc results only appear at
larger N+.

Finally, we include the latest experimental results as a
(yellow) band [34] and the best fit value of ⇠ = 0.3742(5)
to all homogeneous ab initio qmc results from [20] at
x = 0. According to the scaling (6), the results should
approach this point.

In figure 2 we overlay the dft results for the trapped
systems. The best fit slda without gradient corrections
(solid) and the etf with the same ⇠ = 0.3742 and �� = 0

(dashed) have almost exactly the same structure, demon-
strating the ability of the kinetic term in the slda to
model the gradient effects of the etf. While the dft

results appear to approach a linear asymptotic form, the
actual slope c� determined from the static response is
only realized for extremely large N+. This is expected
due to the very slight suppression of higher order terms
⇠ x

7/6: to suppress these corrections by an order of mag-
nitude requires 0.1 ⇡ x

1/6 which implies that N+ ' 10

8.
Thus, there is virtually no hope of directly extracting
the value of c� from the qmc simulations presented in
Fig. 1 without using a model to extrapolate to large N+.
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Figure 1. (color online) Various qm
c and experimental results

for trapped systems (with lines to guide the eye). The results
with dotted lines are from

fnqm
c calculations that provide

only upper bounds due to the nodal constraint. From top to
bottom these results are from [27] (blue), [28] (red), and [20]
(green). The (magenta) points with solid lines are from a
lattice calculation [32] that is in principle unbiased. The large
(black) crosses for

N+ 2 {4, 6} are from [33]. The solid light
(grey) curve shows the shell structure for free fermions in
the trap (the curve has been shifted down from

1 to facilitate
comparison). Finally, we include the latest experimental value
for ⇠ =

0.376(5) from [34] as a (yellow) band and the best fit
value of ⇠ =

0.3742(5) to all homogeneous ab
initio

qm
c results

from [20] at x =
0. Coordinates have been scaled as in (6) to

demonstrate the scaling. The corresponding particle numbers
N+ are listed along the top axis, and emphasize the closed
shells which occur for

N+ 2 {2, 8, 20, 40, 70}. (Note that all
methods agree for the point N+ =

2 (not shown) which admits
an analytic solution.)

ansatz. By improving the ansatz and varying the pa-
rameters, these bounds have come down over time, and
the lowest (green) curve [20] represents the best bound
to date. Note that this is the only set of results that
demonstrates the expected linear scaling (6) predicted
by the effective theory. We suspect that numerical issues
or the nature of the ansatz in the other cases introduced
spurious lengths scales that violate this scaling (see [20]
for further discussion.)

The solid (magenta) line guides the eye through cal-
culations based on lattice techniques [32]. In principle,
these are unbiased

ab
initio results, but it is somewhat

troubling that most lie significantly above the variational
bounds. They also display large shell effects that are
virtually absent in the

fn
qm

c results. For comparison,
we have included the energies of free particles (shown
in Fig. 4 of the supplementary material [26]) as a light
(grey) curve, shifted down from

1 to facilitate compari-
son. As we shall see, although the non-interacting

slda

reproduces these shell-effects, the interacting
slda ex-

hibits a marked lack of shell effects, consistent with
the

fn
qm

c. The lattice results thus seem qualitatively
inconsistent with the others.
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Figure 2. (color online) D
ft models compared with data

from Fig. 1. The thick solid (black) curve is the Slda with
parameters ⇠ =

0.3742(5), ↵ =
1.104(8), and

⌘ =
0.651(9) but no

gradient corrections
�� =

0. The thin dashed (blue) curve is
the

etf with the same
⇠ =

0.3724 and
�� =

0. For comparison,
the upper thin solid (red) curve corresponds to the best fit etf

model (⇠ =
0.468, �� = -0.164) described in [15] to the

fnqm
c

result [28]. The linear asymptotic forms
y =

⇠ +
c�x with

c� =
7↵/3 ⇡

2.58 (slda) and
c� =

2.25 (etf) are shown as short
thin lines extending from

x =
0. The inset is a log-log plot of

the deviation the
etf model makes from the asymptotic form

y =
⇠+

9/4x+
ax

7/6 + · · · where
a ⇡ -2.2: the solid curves are

the deviations (y-
⇠ above (blue) and -(y-

⇠-
9/4x) below

(black)) while the dotted lines are the expected order (9/4x
above and

ax

7/6 below).

A third variational technique [33] based on a corre-
lated Gaussian approach provides very tight bounds, but
is limited to small systems. These are shown as (black)
crosses for

N+ 2 {2, 4, 6}. Unfortunately, at these three
points, all methods agree, and significant discrepancies
between the lattice and

fn
qm

c results only appear at
larger

N+.
Finally, we include the latest experimental results as a

(yellow) band [34] and the best fit value of ⇠ =
0.3742(5)

to all homogeneous
ab

initio
qm

c results from [20] at
x =

0. According to the scaling (6), the results should
approach this point.

In figure
2 we overlay the

dft results for the trapped
systems. The best fit slda without gradient corrections
(solid) and the

etf with the same
⇠ =

0.3742 and
�� =

0

(dashed) have almost exactly the same structure, demon-
strating the ability of the kinetic term in the

slda to
model the gradient effects of the

etf. While the
dft

results appear to approach a linear asymptotic form, the
actual slope

c� determined from the static response is
only realized for extremely large

N+. This is expected
due to the very slight suppression of higher order terms
⇠
x

7/6: to suppress these corrections by an order of mag-
nitude requires

0.1 ⇡
x

1/6 which implies that N+ '
10

8.
Thus, there is virtually no hope of directly extracting
the value of c� from the

qm
c simulations presented in

Fig. 1 without using a model to extrapolate to large
N+.
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Figure 1. (color online) Various qmc and experimental results
for trapped systems (with lines to guide the eye). The results
with dotted lines are from fnqmc calculations that provide
only upper bounds due to the nodal constraint. From top to
bottom these results are from [27] (blue), [28] (red), and [20]
(green). The (magenta) points with solid lines are from a
lattice calculation [32] that is in principle unbiased. The large
(black) crosses for N+ 2 {4, 6} are from [33]. The solid light
(grey) curve shows the shell structure for free fermions in
the trap (the curve has been shifted down from 1 to facilitate
comparison). Finally, we include the latest experimental value
for ⇠ = 0.376(5) from [34] as a (yellow) band and the best fit
value of ⇠ = 0.3742(5) to all homogeneous ab initio qmc results
from [20] at x = 0. Coordinates have been scaled as in (6) to
demonstrate the scaling. The corresponding particle numbers
N+ are listed along the top axis, and emphasize the closed
shells which occur for N+ 2 {2, 8, 20, 40, 70}. (Note that all
methods agree for the point N+ = 2 (not shown) which admits
an analytic solution.)

ansatz. By improving the ansatz and varying the pa-
rameters, these bounds have come down over time, and
the lowest (green) curve [20] represents the best bound
to date. Note that this is the only set of results that
demonstrates the expected linear scaling (6) predicted
by the effective theory. We suspect that numerical issues
or the nature of the ansatz in the other cases introduced
spurious lengths scales that violate this scaling (see [20]
for further discussion.)

The solid (magenta) line guides the eye through cal-
culations based on lattice techniques [32]. In principle,
these are unbiased ab initio results, but it is somewhat
troubling that most lie significantly above the variational
bounds. They also display large shell effects that are
virtually absent in the fnqmc results. For comparison,
we have included the energies of free particles (shown
in Fig. 4 of the supplementary material [26]) as a light
(grey) curve, shifted down from 1 to facilitate compari-
son. As we shall see, although the non-interacting slda

reproduces these shell-effects, the interacting slda ex-
hibits a marked lack of shell effects, consistent with
the fnqmc. The lattice results thus seem qualitatively
inconsistent with the others.
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Figure 2. (color online) Dft models compared with data
from Fig. 1. The thick solid (black) curve is the Slda with
parameters ⇠ = 0.3742(5), ↵ = 1.104(8), and ⌘ = 0.651(9) but no
gradient corrections �� = 0. The thin dashed (blue) curve is
the etf with the same ⇠ = 0.3724 and �� = 0. For comparison,
the upper thin solid (red) curve corresponds to the best fit etf

model (⇠ = 0.468, �� = -0.164) described in [15] to the fnqmc

result [28]. The linear asymptotic forms y = ⇠ + c�x with
c� = 7↵/3 ⇡ 2.58 (slda) and c� = 2.25 (etf) are shown as short
thin lines extending from x = 0. The inset is a log-log plot of
the deviation the etf model makes from the asymptotic form
y = ⇠+ 9/4x+ax

7/6 + · · · where a ⇡ -2.2: the solid curves are
the deviations (y- ⇠ above (blue) and -(y- ⇠- 9/4x) below
(black)) while the dotted lines are the expected order (9/4x
above and ax

7/6 below).

A third variational technique [33] based on a corre-
lated Gaussian approach provides very tight bounds, but
is limited to small systems. These are shown as (black)
crosses for N+ 2 {2, 4, 6}. Unfortunately, at these three
points, all methods agree, and significant discrepancies
between the lattice and fnqmc results only appear at
larger N+.

Finally, we include the latest experimental results as a
(yellow) band [34] and the best fit value of ⇠ = 0.3742(5)
to all homogeneous ab initio qmc results from [20] at
x = 0. According to the scaling (6), the results should
approach this point.

In figure 2 we overlay the dft results for the trapped
systems. The best fit slda without gradient corrections
(solid) and the etf with the same ⇠ = 0.3742 and �� = 0

(dashed) have almost exactly the same structure, demon-
strating the ability of the kinetic term in the slda to
model the gradient effects of the etf. While the dft

results appear to approach a linear asymptotic form, the
actual slope c� determined from the static response is
only realized for extremely large N+. This is expected
due to the very slight suppression of higher order terms
⇠ x

7/6: to suppress these corrections by an order of mag-
nitude requires 0.1 ⇡ x

1/6 which implies that N+ ' 10

8.
Thus, there is virtually no hope of directly extracting
the value of c� from the qmc simulations presented in
Fig. 1 without using a model to extrapolate to large N+.
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Figure 3. (color online) Slda model as in Fig. 2 with various
values of the gradient corrections � added perturbatively.

Both dft models ultimately exhibit this behaviour as we
demonstrate with the etf in the inset.

Note that the slda predicts higher energies for sys-
tems with small particle numbers – especially the N+ 2
{2, 4, 6} systems where all ab-initio methods agree. To cor-
rect for this, the leading gradient correction needs to be
negative � < 0. We explore these effects in Fig. 3 by per-
turbatively including the gradient for various values of �.
(Note: these corrections are less than 15% for all systems
as shown in Fig. 5. The remaining corrections from a
fully self-consistent solution will not significantly alter
these results.) One could also increase the effective mass,
but to match even the modest correction of � / -0.1
requires meff ' 1.4m which spoils the description of
homogeneous systems [19, 20] and quasi-particle dis-
persions [35]. Higher order gradient corrections might
help, however, there are several different gradient cor-
rections – each requiring additional coefficients – and
insufficient ab-initio results to constrain these. These
neglected terms will not affect the coefficient c�. Fi-
nally, there is the possibility that the functional could
be generalized as discussed in [19], but the success of
the three-parameter slda [20] suggests that corrections
along this line would be small.

We note that a negative gradient correction is some-
what surprising since a naïve expansion of an attractive
non-local interaction -V(x-y)n(x)n(y) yields a positive
gradient correction (see appendix F).

Thus, we conclude from Fig. 3 that the slda will re-
quire � ⇡ -0.12(3) to describe both homogeneous boxes
and trapped systems. The slda therefore predicts

c� ⇡ 1.5(3) (7)

where the error is approximate (not to be taken as a stan-
dard deviation). This is about half the value predicted
by the bdg mean-field calculation, though the effect in
the static response (2), / c�/⇠, is cancelled by the ex-
cessively large bdg value of ⇠ = 0.5906. Intuitively, c�/⇠
is four times larger than in the non-interacting system,

indicating that momentum-dependent density fluctua-
tions are suppressed by interaction, though this effect is
mostly due to the reduced value of ⇠.

As discussed, c� cannot be directly extracted from the
qmc results without a model capable of extrapolating
well into the thermodynamic limit. To extract c� more
directly, one should consider systems that minimize the
sensitivity to the breakdown of the eft at the boundary
of the system. To do this, consider how the density n ⌘
n(~x) depends on a smoothly varying potential V ⌘ V(~x):

n = n

tf

(~x)

�

1-
c�

64

( ~rV)2 + 4(µ- V)r2
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m

 
h

2

⌘3/2
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This is valid to nlo in a static background with constant
phase (i.e. not near a vortex). Thus, one can directly
search for deviations from the Thomas-Fermi (tf) profile
that are sensitive to gradients in the potential. Applying
a modulation V / cos(qx) directly probes the static re-
sponse and is feasible in qmc simulations. Optical latices
could be used similarly in experiments, however, mea-
suring the density to sufficient accuracy is likely to be a
challenge – to compensate for the numerical suppression
c�/64 while avoiding contamination from higher-order
terms will require percent level accuracy. Experiments
should thus probably retain traps with axial or spherical
symmetry so they can benefit from averaging techniques
like the inverse Abel transform to reduce noise in n(~x).
Adding a small dimple to the core of the trap with vary-
ing widths will allow experiments to probe the response
while retaining the benefits of averaging to reduce noise.

Confirming the value of c� will provide an important
validation of the slda functional, and provides another
benchmark for models of the ufg: To reliably predict
low-energy behaviour of the ufg, a model should repro-
duce the lo and nlo coefficients – ⇠, c�, and c! – of the
superfluid eft
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Figure 3. (color online) Slda model as in Fig. 2 with various
values of the gradient corrections � added perturbatively.

Both dft models ultimately exhibit this behaviour as we
demonstrate with the etf in the inset.

Note that the slda predicts higher energies for sys-
tems with small particle numbers – especially the N+ 2
{2, 4, 6} systems where all ab-initio methods agree. To cor-
rect for this, the leading gradient correction needs to be
negative � < 0. We explore these effects in Fig. 3 by per-
turbatively including the gradient for various values of �.
(Note: these corrections are less than 15% for all systems
as shown in Fig. 5. The remaining corrections from a
fully self-consistent solution will not significantly alter
these results.) One could also increase the effective mass,
but to match even the modest correction of � / -0.1
requires meff ' 1.4m which spoils the description of
homogeneous systems [19, 20] and quasi-particle dis-
persions [35]. Higher order gradient corrections might
help, however, there are several different gradient cor-
rections – each requiring additional coefficients – and
insufficient ab-initio results to constrain these. These
neglected terms will not affect the coefficient c�. Fi-
nally, there is the possibility that the functional could
be generalized as discussed in [19], but the success of
the three-parameter slda [20] suggests that corrections
along this line would be small.

We note that a negative gradient correction is some-
what surprising since a naïve expansion of an attractive
non-local interaction -V(x-y)n(x)n(y) yields a positive
gradient correction (see appendix F).

Thus, we conclude from Fig. 3 that the slda will re-
quire � ⇡ -0.12(3) to describe both homogeneous boxes
and trapped systems. The slda therefore predicts

c� ⇡ 1.5(3) (7)

where the error is approximate (not to be taken as a stan-
dard deviation). This is about half the value predicted
by the bdg mean-field calculation, though the effect in
the static response (2), / c�/⇠, is cancelled by the ex-
cessively large bdg value of ⇠ = 0.5906. Intuitively, c�/⇠
is four times larger than in the non-interacting system,

indicating that momentum-dependent density fluctua-
tions are suppressed by interaction, though this effect is
mostly due to the reduced value of ⇠.

As discussed, c� cannot be directly extracted from the
qmc results without a model capable of extrapolating
well into the thermodynamic limit. To extract c� more
directly, one should consider systems that minimize the
sensitivity to the breakdown of the eft at the boundary
of the system. To do this, consider how the density n ⌘
n(~x) depends on a smoothly varying potential V ⌘ V(~x):

n = n

tf

(~x)

�
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This is valid to nlo in a static background with constant
phase (i.e. not near a vortex). Thus, one can directly
search for deviations from the Thomas-Fermi (tf) profile
that are sensitive to gradients in the potential. Applying
a modulation V / cos(qx) directly probes the static re-
sponse and is feasible in qmc simulations. Optical latices
could be used similarly in experiments, however, mea-
suring the density to sufficient accuracy is likely to be a
challenge – to compensate for the numerical suppression
c�/64 while avoiding contamination from higher-order
terms will require percent level accuracy. Experiments
should thus probably retain traps with axial or spherical
symmetry so they can benefit from averaging techniques
like the inverse Abel transform to reduce noise in n(~x).
Adding a small dimple to the core of the trap with vary-
ing widths will allow experiments to probe the response
while retaining the benefits of averaging to reduce noise.

Confirming the value of c� will provide an important
validation of the slda functional, and provides another
benchmark for models of the ufg: To reliably predict
low-energy behaviour of the ufg, a model should repro-
duce the lo and nlo coefficients – ⇠, c�, and c! – of the
superfluid eft
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Figure 3. (color online) Slda model as in Fig. 2 with various
values of the gradient corrections � added perturbatively.

Both dft models ultimately exhibit this behaviour as we
demonstrate with the etf in the inset.

Note that the slda predicts higher energies for sys-
tems with small particle numbers – especially the N+ 2
{2, 4, 6} systems where all ab-initio methods agree. To cor-
rect for this, the leading gradient correction needs to be
negative � < 0. We explore these effects in Fig. 3 by per-
turbatively including the gradient for various values of �.
(Note: these corrections are less than 15% for all systems
as shown in Fig. 5. The remaining corrections from a
fully self-consistent solution will not significantly alter
these results.) One could also increase the effective mass,
but to match even the modest correction of � / -0.1
requires meff ' 1.4m which spoils the description of
homogeneous systems [19, 20] and quasi-particle dis-
persions [35]. Higher order gradient corrections might
help, however, there are several different gradient cor-
rections – each requiring additional coefficients – and
insufficient ab-initio results to constrain these. These
neglected terms will not affect the coefficient c�. Fi-
nally, there is the possibility that the functional could
be generalized as discussed in [19], but the success of
the three-parameter slda [20] suggests that corrections
along this line would be small.

We note that a negative gradient correction is some-
what surprising since a naïve expansion of an attractive
non-local interaction -V(x-y)n(x)n(y) yields a positive
gradient correction (see appendix F).

Thus, we conclude from Fig. 3 that the slda will re-
quire � ⇡ -0.12(3) to describe both homogeneous boxes
and trapped systems. The slda therefore predicts

c� ⇡ 1.5(3) (7)

where the error is approximate (not to be taken as a stan-
dard deviation). This is about half the value predicted
by the bdg mean-field calculation, though the effect in
the static response (2), / c�/⇠, is cancelled by the ex-
cessively large bdg value of ⇠ = 0.5906. Intuitively, c�/⇠
is four times larger than in the non-interacting system,

indicating that momentum-dependent density fluctua-
tions are suppressed by interaction, though this effect is
mostly due to the reduced value of ⇠.

As discussed, c� cannot be directly extracted from the
qmc results without a model capable of extrapolating
well into the thermodynamic limit. To extract c� more
directly, one should consider systems that minimize the
sensitivity to the breakdown of the eft at the boundary
of the system. To do this, consider how the density n ⌘
n(~x) depends on a smoothly varying potential V ⌘ V(~x):

n = n

tf

(~x)
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This is valid to nlo in a static background with constant
phase (i.e. not near a vortex). Thus, one can directly
search for deviations from the Thomas-Fermi (tf) profile
that are sensitive to gradients in the potential. Applying
a modulation V / cos(qx) directly probes the static re-
sponse and is feasible in qmc simulations. Optical latices
could be used similarly in experiments, however, mea-
suring the density to sufficient accuracy is likely to be a
challenge – to compensate for the numerical suppression
c�/64 while avoiding contamination from higher-order
terms will require percent level accuracy. Experiments
should thus probably retain traps with axial or spherical
symmetry so they can benefit from averaging techniques
like the inverse Abel transform to reduce noise in n(~x).
Adding a small dimple to the core of the trap with vary-
ing widths will allow experiments to probe the response
while retaining the benefits of averaging to reduce noise.

Confirming the value of c� will provide an important
validation of the slda functional, and provides another
benchmark for models of the ufg: To reliably predict
low-energy behaviour of the ufg, a model should repro-
duce the lo and nlo coefficients – ⇠, c�, and c! – of the
superfluid eft
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A  predicts ()
at Unitarity: Supersolid!

Large density contrast 
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FIG. 2: The dimensionless convex function h(y) [18]
that defines the average pressure density P(µa, µb) =
2

5

`

2m
!2

´3/2
[µah(y)]5/2/(6!2), where y = µb/µa. In addition

to the constraints discussed in [18] (with the updated value
" = 0.40 [15, 16]), we have included the constraint imposed
by the parametrization of the normal state energy defining
the aslda functional and shown in Fig. 1 (thin solid blue
line). The pressure of the lo states are shown by the thick
red curve. The y dependence of the amplitude of the pairing
field ! = max{|!(z)|} and the period L are shown as in-
sets, with normalizations that are described in Fig. 3. In the
absence of any other phases, our calculations suggest a sec-
ond order transition at yLO!N , and a first order transition at
yLO!SF , with the amplitude ! rising smoothly from ! = 0
to just below !0 at yLO!SF . The period also rises from a
minimum value LLO!N at yLO!N , to a finite maximum value
LLO!SF at yLO!SF . Were the transition at yLO!SF smooth,
LLO!SF ! " would diverge. Sample profiles for the states
marked # are shown in Fig. 3. (Colour online.)

lack of scales at unitarity – between L and the average
energy and pressure densities: L !P/!L = 2E!3P . This
ensures that the unitary relationship P = 2

3
E is satisfied

by the physical state.
At unitarity, one may fully characterize all stable

phases by the single parameter y = µb/µa as de-
scribed in [18]. We start by describing the homogeneous
and isotropic states supported in the aslda functional:
For y < y0 [18], the system is a fully-polarized non-
interacting Fermi gas (Na); between y0 < y < yLO the
highest pressure corresponds to a partially polarized two-
component Fermi gas; and above yLO < y < 1, the fully-
paired superfluid has the highest pressure. The point
yLO is where the pressures of the partially polarized nor-
mal and fully-paired superfluid states are equal. This is
where the energetic competition of the normal and su-
perfluid states is minimized, and thus where the lo state

!
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n
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FIG. 3: A single period exhibiting the spatial dependence
of the pairing field !(z) (top) and the number densities
of the majority (dotted) and minority (solid) species (bot-
tom). Profiles are shown for the values of y = µb/µa $
(yLO!N , yLO!SF ) indicated by # on the curves in Fig. 2.
The pairing field is expressed in terms of the gap !0 of the
competing superfluid state of the same average chemical po-
tential µ+. The amplitude increases smoothly from zero at
yLO!N , where the profile is almost sinusoidal, to a critical
value slightly less than !0 at yLO!SF , where the profile as-
sumes a domain wall structure. The units of the densities
and periods are chosen by fixing the chemical potential di"er-
ence µ! to facilitate comparison with trap experiments: In a
trap, µ! is globally fixed while the average chemical potential
µ+(r) = µ0 % V (r) varies with the trapping potential V (r).
The densities and length scales are normalized to the density
n0 and interparticle spacing l0 of a single species in the fully-
paired superfluid at yLO!SF . Thus, the changes in magnitude
demonstrate how the parameters decrease with y as one moves
towards the edge of the trap (see [13, 18] for details). Large
oscillations of the minority component break translation in-
variance, giving the lo state the crystalline properties of a
quantum solid. These induce large oscillation in the mean-
field potentials (not shown), and have a significant impact on
the normal correlation energy. For this reason, all the terms
in the energy density functional are critical for a proper de-
scription of the lo phase. The majority component exhibits
much smaller oscillations because the larger local kinetic en-
ergy density suppresses gradients. (Colour online.)

is most likely to occur. For y > 1, the picture is re-
versed with the species a " b exchanged. Our aslda

parametrization does not admit any stable homogeneous
gapless superfluid (breached pair) states [10].

As shown in Fig. 2, we find competitive lo solutions
for a large range of the parameter y # (yLO!N , yLO!SF )
with finite periods in the range LLO!N $ L $ LLO!SF .
At yLO!N , the transition appears to be second order, with
max{|!(z)|} % 0 vanishing smoothly from the lo phase
to the normal phase, while at yLO!SF , the transition ap-
pears to be first order, with the order parameter abruptly
loosing its spatial oscillations at a finite period LLO!SF .
The remaining normal states between y0 < y < yLO!N

would be susceptible to the Kohn-Luttinger instability,

Phase Structure of Cold Asymmetric Fermionic Matter M. M. Forbes

MIT Vortex Data

M.W. Zwierlein, A. Schirotzek, C.H. Schunck, W. Ketterle, (2006)
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M Experimental data from Shin et. al (2008)

Observations: Nothing?
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Maybe there are no 
interesting polarized 
superfluid phases?
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Bulgac and Forbes  101 (2008) 215301

D predicts ()
at Unitarity: Supersolid!

Large density contrast 
(factor of 2)

Similar to contrast of 
vortex core

3

y = µb/µa

h
(y

)

y0 y1yLO

yLO!N yLO!SF

!/!0

L/l0

0

1
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1.0
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0.0-0.2-0.4

FIG. 2: The dimensionless convex function h(y) [18]
that defines the average pressure density P(µa, µb) =
2

5

`

2m
!2

´3/2
[µah(y)]5/2/(6!2), where y = µb/µa. In addition

to the constraints discussed in [18] (with the updated value
" = 0.40 [15, 16]), we have included the constraint imposed
by the parametrization of the normal state energy defining
the aslda functional and shown in Fig. 1 (thin solid blue
line). The pressure of the lo states are shown by the thick
red curve. The y dependence of the amplitude of the pairing
field ! = max{|!(z)|} and the period L are shown as in-
sets, with normalizations that are described in Fig. 3. In the
absence of any other phases, our calculations suggest a sec-
ond order transition at yLO!N , and a first order transition at
yLO!SF , with the amplitude ! rising smoothly from ! = 0
to just below !0 at yLO!SF . The period also rises from a
minimum value LLO!N at yLO!N , to a finite maximum value
LLO!SF at yLO!SF . Were the transition at yLO!SF smooth,
LLO!SF ! " would diverge. Sample profiles for the states
marked # are shown in Fig. 3. (Colour online.)

lack of scales at unitarity – between L and the average
energy and pressure densities: L !P/!L = 2E!3P . This
ensures that the unitary relationship P = 2

3
E is satisfied

by the physical state.
At unitarity, one may fully characterize all stable

phases by the single parameter y = µb/µa as de-
scribed in [18]. We start by describing the homogeneous
and isotropic states supported in the aslda functional:
For y < y0 [18], the system is a fully-polarized non-
interacting Fermi gas (Na); between y0 < y < yLO the
highest pressure corresponds to a partially polarized two-
component Fermi gas; and above yLO < y < 1, the fully-
paired superfluid has the highest pressure. The point
yLO is where the pressures of the partially polarized nor-
mal and fully-paired superfluid states are equal. This is
where the energetic competition of the normal and su-
perfluid states is minimized, and thus where the lo state

!
(z

)/
!

0
n
(z

)/
n

0

z/l0

-1

1

0.0

0.5

1.0

-5

0

0 5

FIG. 3: A single period exhibiting the spatial dependence
of the pairing field !(z) (top) and the number densities
of the majority (dotted) and minority (solid) species (bot-
tom). Profiles are shown for the values of y = µb/µa $
(yLO!N , yLO!SF ) indicated by # on the curves in Fig. 2.
The pairing field is expressed in terms of the gap !0 of the
competing superfluid state of the same average chemical po-
tential µ+. The amplitude increases smoothly from zero at
yLO!N , where the profile is almost sinusoidal, to a critical
value slightly less than !0 at yLO!SF , where the profile as-
sumes a domain wall structure. The units of the densities
and periods are chosen by fixing the chemical potential di"er-
ence µ! to facilitate comparison with trap experiments: In a
trap, µ! is globally fixed while the average chemical potential
µ+(r) = µ0 % V (r) varies with the trapping potential V (r).
The densities and length scales are normalized to the density
n0 and interparticle spacing l0 of a single species in the fully-
paired superfluid at yLO!SF . Thus, the changes in magnitude
demonstrate how the parameters decrease with y as one moves
towards the edge of the trap (see [13, 18] for details). Large
oscillations of the minority component break translation in-
variance, giving the lo state the crystalline properties of a
quantum solid. These induce large oscillation in the mean-
field potentials (not shown), and have a significant impact on
the normal correlation energy. For this reason, all the terms
in the energy density functional are critical for a proper de-
scription of the lo phase. The majority component exhibits
much smaller oscillations because the larger local kinetic en-
ergy density suppresses gradients. (Colour online.)

is most likely to occur. For y > 1, the picture is re-
versed with the species a " b exchanged. Our aslda

parametrization does not admit any stable homogeneous
gapless superfluid (breached pair) states [10].

As shown in Fig. 2, we find competitive lo solutions
for a large range of the parameter y # (yLO!N , yLO!SF )
with finite periods in the range LLO!N $ L $ LLO!SF .
At yLO!N , the transition appears to be second order, with
max{|!(z)|} % 0 vanishing smoothly from the lo phase
to the normal phase, while at yLO!SF , the transition ap-
pears to be first order, with the order parameter abruptly
loosing its spatial oscillations at a finite period LLO!SF .
The remaining normal states between y0 < y < yLO!N

would be susceptible to the Kohn-Luttinger instability,

Phase Structure of Cold Asymmetric Fermionic Matter M. M. Forbes

MIT Vortex Data

M.W. Zwierlein, A. Schirotzek, C.H. Schunck, W. Ketterle, (2006)
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M Experimental data from Shin et. al (2008)

Observations: Inconclusive
• Need detailed structure or novel signature
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Why  not seen?
• It is not there:

• Other homogenous phases might be better.
• T might be too high (fluctuations kill 1 ).
• Trap frustrates formation (traps are not flat enough).

• It is not seen:
• Noise washes out signature.
• Small physical volume for .

• Need a nice flat trap: Large physical volume of 

Tuesday, March 19, 13



Dynamics
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Application:
Vortex Pinning

• Pulsar glitching (neutron stars)
• Massive vortex unpinning events?

Anderson and Itoh (1975)

• Large scale events (thousands of vortices)
• Too big for  – use 

• Need Vortex-Defect interactions (force)
• Use  to calculate and then fit 

Pulsar Astronomy by Andrew G. Lyne and Francis 
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T 

• Need to evolve each hundreds of thousands of 
wavefunctions

• Possible for moderate systems (nuclei) using 
supercomputers, resonances, induced fission etc.

• Probably not for glitching dynamics

ı⇤t⇥n = H[⇥]⇥n =

�
���2

2m � µ+U �†

� ��2

2m + µ�U

⇥�
un

vn

⇥
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G model for 

• Think:
• Boson = Fermion pair (dimer)

• Galilean Covariant (fixes mass)

• Match Unitary Equation of State

E[�] =

�
3�x

�
|��(�x)|2

4mF
+ VF(�x)�F + �E(�F)

�

�t� =

�
�

�2

4mF
+ 2[VF + ��(�F)]

�
�

⇤F = 2|�|2

EFG � ⇤
5/2
F

⇥F = E �
FG(⇤F) � ⇤

3/2
F
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G model = Extended 
Thomas Fermi (

• In the absence of currents (i.e. no vortices), kinetic and 
Weizsäcker terms behave the same
Vortices etc. appear as kinks in √ρF

• See Salasnich for a discussion

E[�] =

�
3�x

�
|��

�F|2

8mF
+ VF(�x)�F + �EFG(�F) +

4� � 1

8mF
(�

�
�F)2

�
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G model = Extended 
Thomas Fermi (

• Weizsäcker term “breaks” vortices

• (Also does not match experiment)

E[�] =

�
3�x

�
|��

�F|2

8mF
+ VF(�x)�F + �EFG(�F) +

4� � 1

8mF
(�

�
�F)2

�X
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G model for 

• Dynamics are much easier than 
• Only one wavefunction to evolve

• Contains superfluid hydrodynamic equations

• Match to low-energy physics

E[�] =

�
3�x

�
|��(�x)|2

4mF
+ VF(�x)�F + �E(�F)

�

�t� =

�
�

�2

4mF
+ 2[VF + ��(�F)]

�
�
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Matching Theories:
The Good

• Galilean Covariance (fixes mass/density relationship)

• Equation of State

• Hydrodynamics
• speed of sound (exact)
• phonon dispersion (to order q3)
• static response (to order q2)

Tuesday, March 19, 13



Matching Theories:
The Bad

• G has ρ=2|Ψ|2
• Density vanishes in core of vortex
• Implies ∫|Ψ|2 conserved

• (Approximate conservation ∫|Ψ|2 in Fermi 
simulations provides measure of applicability)

• No “normal state”
• Two fluid model needed?
• Coarse graining (transfer to “normal” component)

Tuesday, March 19, 13



Vortex Structure

1.2 realization from the gross -pitaevskii equation

plt.subplot(122)
plt.plot(x, np.sqrt(s.n(x)/a.bc[1]), ’�’ + c)

plt.subplot(121)
plt.plot(v.rho[:,0], v.rho[:,1], ’ : ’)
plt.axis([0,4,0,1])
plt.xlabel(’$k_F r$’)
plt. title (’$n/n_\infty$’)

plt.subplot(122)
plt.plot(v.delta[:,0], v.delta[:,1], ’ : ’)
plt.axis([0,4,0,1])
plt.xlabel(’$k_F r$’)
plt. title (’$\Delta/\Delta_\infty$’)
plt.legend(loc=’lower right’)
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Figure 1: Comparison of slda vortex density (left) and gap (right) with
etf.
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Ancilotto, L. Salasnich, and F. Toigo (2012)

GPE vs. Experiment 
J Low Temp Phys

Fig. 4 1D density profiles at different times t showing the collision of two strongly interacting Fermi
clouds. Left part: our calculations [25]. Right part: experimental data from Ref. [40]. The normalized
density is in units of 10!2/µm per particle

We simulated the whole procedure by using the Runge-Kutta-Gill fourth-order
method [41, 42] to propagate in time the solutions of the following non-linear
Schrödinger equation (NLSE)

i! !

!t
" =

!
! !2

4m
"2 + 2U(r) + 2

!2

2m

"
3#2#2/3

$ |" |4/3 + (1 ! 4%)
!2

4m

"2|" |
|" |

$
"

(31)

which is strictly equivalent [7, 8, 36, 37] to Eqs. (17) and (18), with E (n,"n) given
by Eq. (4), and

" (r, t) =
%

n(r, t) ei&(r,t) (32)

Since the confining potential used in the experiments is cigar-shaped, we have ex-
ploited the resulting cylindrical symmetry of the system by representing the solution
of our NLSE on a 2-dimensional (r, z) grid. During the time evolution of our system,
when the two clouds start to overlap, many ripples whose wavelength is comparable
to the interparticle distance are produced in the region of overlapping densities. In or-
der to properly compare our results with the experimental data of resonant fermions
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Work with Rishi Sharma ()

Linear Response

BdG SLDA

GPE GPE

k/kF

� h
�

/�
F
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Non-Linear Response?
V=0.05 V=0.5
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Work with Alan Luo and Rishi Sharma
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Non-Linear Response?
V=0.05 V=0.5

Work with Alan Luo and Rishi Sharma
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Non-Linear Response?
V=0.05 V=0.5
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Non-Linear Response?
V=0.05 V=0.5

Work with Alan Luo and Rishi Sharma
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Non-Linear Response?
V=0.05 V=0.5
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Non-Linear Response?
V=0.05 V=0.5

Work with Alan Luo and Rishi Sharma
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Image Credit

Comparison
Fermions
 

Gross Pitaevskii
model

Bulgac et al. (Science 2011)
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Image Credit

Comparison
Fermions
 

Gross Pitaevskii
model

Bulgac et al. (Science 2011)

• Fermions:
• Simulation hard!
• Evolve 104-106 wavefunctions
• Requires supercomputers

• GPE:
• Simulation much easier!
• Evolve 1 wavefunction
• Use supercomputers to study 
large volumes
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GPE Simulations
of Unitary Fermi Gas

“A Laboratory on your Laptop”
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Application:
Vortex Pinning

• Pulsar glitching (neutron stars)
• Massive vortex unpinning events?

Anderson and Itoh (1975)

• Large scale events (thousands of vortices)
• Too big for DFT – use GPE

• Need Vortex-Defect interactions (force)
• Use DFT to calculate and then fit GPE

Pulsar Astronomy by Andrew G. Lyne and Francis 
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Bulgac, Forbes, Sharma 2013

Pinning Force

Thermodynamics

•Well defined:
(unlike vortex mass)

•Accessible from 
dynamic simulations

•Extract from
stirring simulations
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Applications
• Fast qualitatively accurate simulation:

• Design initial conditions and V(t) for experiment and 
expensive fermion  calculations

• Develop intuition for quantum hydrodynamics

• Framework to attack large-scale simulations
• Neutron star glitches (vortex depinning?)
• Multi-scale simulations
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Future Work
• Deal with pair-breaking

• Two fluid model: transfer energy and mass to a 
normal component

• Stochastic extensions?

• More flexible model
• How to get past Galilean invariance?

• Multiscale model - matching
• Is  enough

• database of vortex/vortex interactions?
• spawn small fermionic solvers to deal with collisions?
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Conclusion
• S : Excellent agreement with expt. and 

• Tool for extrapolating from small to large
(Generalize to aid with IR convergence?)

• G models works quite well for low energy dynamics
• Quantitative agreement at unitarity

(Can their domain of validity be expanded?)

• “A Laboratory on your Laptop”
• A feasible solution for bulk superfluid dynamics?
• Neutron star glitches?
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